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I was asked to develop a course “Philosophy and Cognitive Science” to be taught for the first 

time in Spring 1995 in the Philosophy Department at the University of Alberta.  Since my cognitive

 science-related interests are focussed more towards philosophy mixed with artificial intelligence (A

I) and linguistics than towards (say) neuroscience or anthropology, I decided to slant the course in t

hat direction.  The departmental intent was that this should be an upper-level course, but with no spe

cific prerequisite courses. This meant that while there was a “three previous courses in philosophy

” prerequisite, the students could not be expected to have taken any particular course, as (say) a phil

osophy of mind course or a logic course. Further, I had in mind that the course would be part of an 

initiative to create an undergraduate program in Cognitive Science at the University of Alberta, and s

o I encouraged students from linguistics, computer science, and psychology who had taken courses 

in their department like “Language and Mind”, “Introduction to AI”, and “Introduction to Cognit

ive Science” to take this course even without the philosophy background. This resulted in the class 

consisting of about a quarter each philosophy, psychology and computer science majors, with the re

st being drawn from linguistics, education, and anthropology. And although this distribution of stud

ents arguably lessened the philosophical sophistication of both the lectures and the class discussion,

 I (and the students, I believe) found the perspectives brought to the topic by these other students to 

be fascinating and quite provocative.
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Because of my decision to slant the course toward AI, I sought a book that would explain a suf

ficient amount of AI background (aimed at my non-computer science students), would discuss the r

ole of language in intelligence and explain some of the works in natural language understanding, an

d (of course) would emphasize such philosophico-cognitive science issues as “Can Computers Thi

nk?”.  My thoughts about appropriate topics was also heavily influenced by William Rapaport’s ar

ticle (1986), although I hoped to bring it up to date (Rapaport’s article described a course taught in 

1983).  

There are many books one could choose for such a course.  Here are some: Boden (1987, 198

8), Born (1987), Broadbent (1993), Crockett (1994), Fetzer (1991), Garnham (1987), Haugeland (1

985), McClintock (1995), Moody (1993), Morelli et al (1992), Robinson (1992).  None of these bo

oks really meet all my desires in a textbook for this class; especially I found that they were all weak 

on the topic of natural language understanding (with the possible exception of Boden, and the articl

e by Gazdar in Broadbent’s book).  For example, Garnham is mostly descriptive of AI and only the

 second-last chapter concerns “conceptual issues” while Broadbent is an anthology in which a nu

mber of well-known British researchers describe how they see the relationship between cognitive sc

ience and his/her research area. And although I appreciate that opposition to the very possibility of 

AI and Cognitive Science is still a legitimate part of Philosophy of AI and Cognitive Science, I still t

hink it best not to use a work that is blatantly opposed to the whole field as a textbook, and so I wou

ld rule out Born, Crockett and McClintock. The books remaining on my list are all suitable for som

e course on the topic (although one might think that Boden 1987 is a bit dated, even with all the upd

ate material in this second edition); a teacher’s adopting one or another of them would be a decision

 based on the level of the course, a preference for the author’s specific emphasis on certain topics, a

nd the writing style.  

I chose Moody’s book. Some of the books on my list above came to my attention after I had a

dopted his as my textbook, but I probably would have chosen Moody’s anyway because of its plain

, yet very pleasant and engaging style, its (pretty much) error-free presentation, and its reasonable co

st.  One drawback to it is that it seems to be written at too elementary a level in its discussion of phil
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osophical matters (as opposed to its discussion of factual AI content, which, when present, was also 

very elementary but perhaps was at a more appropriate level for this course) for upper level philoso

phical students...or even for the students in my “mixed” class.  With an eye to remedying this, I al

so ordered Fitzer’s book, which concerns many of the same philosophical matters at a more sophist

icated level. This was only partially successful, as the majority of my non-philosophy students foun

d it “obsessively obscure”, while the philosophy students objected to (what they perceived as) its “

phenomenological bias.” (Both comments appeared on anonymous class evaluations).

Moody makes two points clear both in the preface and at various places throughout the book: t

hat this is a philosophical book and not a technical account of AI, and that it is introductory and not

 written just for philosophers or philosophy students. He is right on both counts, bringing along bot

h the benefits and the shortcomings of this genre.  As I have said, those students from outside philo

sophy generally found the book excellent in its introductory coverage. (I like to think that they bene

fited also from my lectures that were pitched at a somewhat higher level!) Exceptions to this judgme

nt came not only from the philosophy students but also from the computer science students, who fo

und the description of “Computing Machines” (Chapter 3) to be so elementary as to miss the area 

of modern computing programs and machines completely. This chapter introduces the notion of a f

ormal system, distinguishing syntax from semantics in a very rough-and-ready way, discusses elem

entary logic at the truth-table level, discusses the notion of rationality, introduces Turing machines a

nd von Neumann machines, discusses what it means to be a “digital device” and to “follow a rule

”, and tries to say what high-level programming languages are. That all this is carried out in 25 (sm

all) pages of text should give some idea of the level of detail at which Moody explains matters, and 

should give some force to the computer students’ complaints.  Of course, all these topics are crucial

 for the course content, and an upper level course should expect the students to be able to follow the

se topics at about the level of Haugeland (1985) Chapters 2 and 3.  So if the teacher of such a cours

e adopts Moody’s book, s/he will have to be prepared to give much other material in lecture.

My students, even the computing ones (who seemed to be taught none of it in Computer Scien

ce), wanted more about the history of computing (and of AI) than Moody offers in his Chapter 1.  I
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 found the summaries in Boden (1987, 1988) to be the sort of thing the students were looking for. 

Another area that Moody does not discuss concerns the mathematical challenges to AI based on Gö

del’s theorems (and popularized by Lucas 1961 and Penrose 1989, 1994). Many of my students ha

d heard some version of these arguments and wanted to know more.  The discussion in Robinson (

1992) Chapter 6 is quite good, especially in its explaining at a level appropriate to my students.

The other background topic discussed by Moody concerns the mind-body problem.  Chapter 2

 gives a pretty reasonable introduction to the entire topic, motivating dualism and then discussing va

rious reactions to dualism.  Moody mentions the identity theory, although he does not choose to go 

into the various flavors of it; and he discusses behaviorism, distinguishing methodological from phil

osophical versions (attributing the latter to the logical positivists, whose doctrines on meaning are br

iefly discussed).  Finally, functionalism is characterized and said to be “the favorite theory of mind 

among AI-advocates.”  If a course in Philosophy of AI and Cognitive Science were to have a prere

quisite of a philosophy of mind course, this introduction to the topic would be ’way too elementary.

  In my mixed background class, only the philosophy majors objected to Moody’s skipping over va

rious of the ins and outs of theories of mind and to his omission of epiphenomenalism (which som

e students think is the only reasonable way to combine functionalism with the facts about qualia!).

After the background topics, the main theme of any course in Philosophy of AI is introduced: 

The Turing Test and “strong AI”.  This short chapter 4 also brings forward for consideration Bloc

k’s “jukebox” (in conjunction with ELIZA) as intuitions opposed to the Turing Test. And the chap

ter then moves on to the Chinese Room argument, which is described pretty well (although the vario

us “responses” to it are not mentioned--except for the Systems Reply (which is brushed aside) an

d the Robot Reply (which Moody supports at some length).  These topics have become part of the v

ery center of Cognitive Science and Philosophical AI, and an instructor will certainly want to make 

more of them than what is presented in the text, although what is presented is well enough done.

Chapter 5, “The Nature of Intelligence”, is the main chapter of the book, at least in terms of th

e importance of the topics introduced. Moody starts by contrasting chess-playing with face-recognit

ion, asking which requires more intelligence. This in turn gives rise to discussions of the difference 
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between algorithms and heuristics, to tacit vs. explicit knowledge, and to whether recognition, genera

lly speaking, is perhaps a very broad ability that is applied to a variety of tasks or whether it is instea

d maybe “an aspect of understanding itself [and is therefore] interdependent with our ability to mak

e sense [of things we recognize]” and “these faculties [would] in turn only make sense against a b

ackdrop of interests, commitments, desires, fears,” etc. Since such a view of human recognition is w

idely different from the “pattern-matching” paradigm employed in (most) computational systems, 

Moody  wonders whether it matters how an artificial system accomplishes its recognitions, or just t

hat it succeeds in recognizing something. “If we regard the mind simply as a collection of task-orie

nted modules, then clearly nothing important hinges on mimicking the specific actions of the human

 brain....If on the other hand we have an understanding of the mind according to which mental and b

iological characteristics interpenetrate and are interdependent then clearly it will not be sufficient to 

stray too far from the concretely human details of the mental.”  Moody’s sympathies lie with the la

tter alternative. 

This chapter also discusses language, certainly a central issue when you set the Turing Test as t

he focal point of the course.  Moody has a pretty reasonable discussion of philosophical issues con

cerning communication generally. The discussion of linguistics and computational linguistics (or na

tural language understanding systems) seems to me to be much less successful. Moody claims that 

it is impossible to parse without semantic information; and while this is possibly so, I do not think it

 ought to be presented as obviously true.  And when considering the pair of sentences “Time flies li

ke an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana”, Moody says that a fluent speaker can instantly understand t

hese two sentences without difficulty, but that writing an algorithm capable of discriminating the str

uctural difference “is something else again.”  He seems to think that the surface structure of the tw

o sentences is “closely parallel” even though “it is obvious that the same rules cannot be applied t

o the two sentences.”  Most linguists and computational linguists would say that the surface structu

res of the two sentences are widely different.  Moody also claims that examples such as these “hav

e led ... Chomsky to suppose that ...there must be a ‘deep structure’ underlying these surface struct

ures that conforms to the principles of a formal system.”  And from there we jump to the claim that
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 Chomsky believes this underlying formal system to be “the universal grammar.”  Moody has his 

doubts as to whether there is any such universal grammar (“neither Chomsky nor his followers hav

e had a great deal of success in devising a theory of the universal grammar”); and he has doubts as 

to whether even if it is constructed that it will be “of a form that can be represented in a purely form

al system”.  In conjunction with this, it is claimed that computational linguistics is “the research pr

ogram that is based on the hypothesis that natural languages can be shown to be formal systems”, a

nd apparently if there is no formal universal grammar Moody thinks computational linguistics must

 fail. Maybe, he says, “our ability to use language is an outgrowth and extension of other more or l

ess biological abilities and involvements with the world”, and he apparently thinks that this goes ag

ainst computational linguistics.  But attempting to be fair to everyone, Moody admits “my skepticis

m is as conjectural as the computational linguist’s optimism” about the universal grammar being a 

formal system. My experience in computational linguistics is that many (most?) either do not believ

e that there is “a universal grammar” of the sort Moody is discussing or else believe that it does no

t impact in any way on their research.

The remainder of this chapter discusses consciousness and self-awareness, tying this in with s

ubjectivity and objectivity (what’s it like to be a bat?) and with issues concerning qualia (of the inver

ted spectrum type).  I would have liked it had Moody also talked about missing qualia and about fut

ure neuroscientists who are raised in black-and-white environments. The chapter closes with a discu

ssion of the question of whether something could be intelligent without being conscious.  Moody’s

 “idea is that while consciousness may be intimately associated with those states we call mental stat

es, it is not just another one of those mental states....consciousness itself remains distinguishable fr

om them.”

Chapter 6 is called “Connections”, leading one to think it is gong to be about connectionism. 

But although this may be the intent of the chapter, the fact is that there is so little factual information

 about connectionist networks that no student will be able to understand what they do, even if the stu

dent already does know what traditional computational models are.  The chapter opens with a brief 

discussion of “symbolic processing”, and challenges it with the “problem of knowing language” 
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(which is alleged to be a matter both of sentence processing and of understanding what things to tal

k about, and that these aspects are “interpenetrating” and presuppose some sort of holism). This le

ads to a discussion of rule-following, which could have been quite exciting but Moody instead deci

des to keep this at the level of a “coded” vs. “emergent” distinction and use this distinction to intr

oduce the notion of connectionism – in which Moody claims all rules are emergent. The chapter clo

ses with an interesting discussion about grounds for attributing causal powers to computational devi

ces, and Moody claims that connectionism evades the Chinese Room argument. (In this regard Mo

ody claims that “a connection machine is not just a digital computer ‘under a different description’.

..at least, there is nothing to be gained by so characterizing it”; but he does not consider Fodor & P

ylyshyn’s (1988) claim that any interesting computation that is performed by a connection machine

 is “a mere implementation” of a symbolic architecture.)

Chapter 7, the last chapter, is a more broad-ranging discussion of other philosophical issues rel

ated to AI, such as personal identity and some ethical issues that arise from the possibility of having

 intelligent mechanization of activities that now require humans.  Moody considers automated psych

oanalysis (and cites Weizenbaum’s 1976 worries about allowing it), and expert systems in general (

and cites worries that children will eventually identify themselves as a type of machine). There are ot

her topics I would have liked to have seen discussed in this chapter, such as whether machines shou

ld be granted rights and privileges now reserved for humans, if AI ever succeeds in producing an int

elligent artefact.  And whether, if it should be shown that this goal of AI is even possible, perhaps w

e should re-think the ethical background of even attempting to carry it out.  After all, we now believe

 that manipulations of human genes can lead to the creation of certain types of people, and we conve

ne expert panels to investigate our ethical qualms concerning whether this should be allowed to proc

eed.  If the goal of AI is even just possible, then perhaps we should take the same attitude toward it 

and institute panels to look at the possible ethical issues that are inherent in the construction of artifi

cial intelligence.

Despite the criticisms I have levelled at certain aspects of Moody’s book, I think it is pretty go

od.  The problem is that there seems to be no natural classroom market for it.  I have mentioned that
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, by the author’s design, it is very elementary–as elementary as any Philosophy 101 textbook (and c

onsiderably shorter than most).  Yet, it seems very unlikely that “philosophy of AI” will be the intr

oductory class at any school.  The natural place for a “philosophy of AI” course is at the upper lev

el, after students have taken the usual introduction to, history of, and central topics in philosophy. B

ut by this point in a student’s career Moody’s book will be too elementary, especially in its account

 of philosophy of mind, philosophy of language, and epistemology. Maybe the best market for the 

book is not as a textbook at all but rather for “educated laypeople”. 

A different shortcoming, one that remains even if the philosophical level of the course were per

fect, is that there is not enough factual information about what sort of things AI programs can actual

ly accomplish.  After all, if the Turing Test is the central topic of the course, then, since this is a beh

avioral test, we would wish to see what sorts of behavior AI programs can evince.  Rapaport’s (198

6) course outline presented a number of famous accomplishments of different AI programs, from a

nalogies to language understanding to problem solving.  But these examples were mostly from the 

1960’s.  We hope that the field of AI has advanced since that point.
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